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C e c i l C o l l e g e M i n d , B o d y, S p i r i t Fe s t i v a l
I’m looking forward to the
annual Cecil College MBS
Festival at the Elkton Campus on January 26th. My

presentation this year is at
11 am on
The Role of
Magick in Modern Society.
Society is immersed in the
everyday use of symbols
and phrases that trace
back to ancient magical
practices and beliefs. In
modern times, these
practices offer an alternative to mainstream
m e t ho d s
of
s e lf discovery
and
selfmastery. I’ll discuss the
practical
aspects
of
magic, how it permeates
society, and the ways
that its practice and
beliefs promote individual transformation and
growth.
Hope to see you there!

GREAT “WITCHY” FICTION!
REVIEW—Coven: The Scrolls
of the Four Winds by Diane
Wing is one of those rare
books that combines good
fiction with valuable New
Age lessons. It’s a mixture of
fiction/fantasy, integrating
magical practices. Wonderful
characters and interesting
twists and turns lead to a
very satisfying conclusion. I
recommend this book to
readers who enjoy good fiction and want to learn about
magic.
- Jen Declan, Psychic-Magick
eZine (Subscribe here)
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Pathways Acc es s En jo yed by M any
I was overjoyed to see so many
of you tapping into the guidance
of Pathways during the holiday
open house period! For those
who did, I hope you received the
messages you needed to move
forward with valuable insights
for 2013.
The ability to see clearly and

objectively can be challenging,
and that is when a reading can
shed light on those dark corners
that evade us. When we seek
insight on a regular basis, Pathways can be the most cost effective way to get the guidance
you need without breaking the
bank. Folks also tried out the
built-in journal to conveniently

save your Pathways readings
and write additional insights you
may have. When you have a
personal account, this journal is
a great way to track your progress.
Start the New Year on the right
path. Register for a private
Pathways account today!

 Disruption is Transformational

Listen to Wing Academy Radio on
srbroadcasting.com. To appear
on the show, contact Ajay Matta
of Spiritually Raw at
Srawaj@gmail.com.
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Gemstone of the Month—Rhodochrosite
Rhodochrosite is called the "stone of love
and balance." It balances and enhances
love on all levels. It energizes and cleanses
the base, sacral and heart chakras, as well
as balancing the mental and emotional
processes.
Rhodochrosite can direct love inward to aid
with healing, recovering and releasing
emotional wounds.
Traditionally Rhodochrosite has been considered good for the digestion, the heart,
the kidneys, the pulse rate, and the thyroid. Rhodochrosite relieves asthma and
respiratory problem. It purifies the circulatory system and kidneys.

This section of
The Magickal
Monthly is provided by Gina
Struebel, an
Artisan that
crafts spiritually
inspired jewelry
for healing and
empowerment.

Click on photo

The Forest Witch community gets
15% off anything on Gina’s site,
www.twistedandbent.com. Use discount code "Wing11." Thanks, Gina!

“Like” my Author Page by clicking the
button above.

Quote of the Mo nth —Do Yo u Trust Yo urself?
Do you trust yourself? Or do you ask everyone
chance and make a choice. If you require guidelse what you should do? Self-trust is an essenance ask the Universe to help you open to the
tial component of self-empowerment. The idea
direction that is for your highest good. Whatthat others know better
ever you choose will
what is best for you is
be what you need to
what will keep you stuck
do in that moment.
“Listen to your heart, calling you to
and in a state of powerDo you believe that
trust yourself. Listen to it because at
lessness.
you would not intenthe end of the day, it's the voice that
tionally make a deciwill never fail you.”
Fretting over making a
sion that causes
mistake maintains a state
yourself harm? If
of limbo, which in turn
you feel you need
- Kemmy Nola
fuels anxiety. Take a
more information

before making a choice, then gather what is
needed, but ultimately reserve sovereignty over
your right to decide your life.
Check-in with how you are feeling in the moment
before taking action. Does the choice you are
about to make your body feel calm or agitated?
Are you making a decision during a time of high
anxiety or out of depression or fear? Dump the
negativity and ground yourself to get centered
and then make the appropriate choice. Doing so
will help you develop self-trust and reduce the
need to depend on the opinion of others. -DW

Fo r e s t W i t c h C o m m e n t a r y — Yo u r B i g g e s t C o m p e t i t o r
The word “competition” conjures a sense of
going up against someone to win, to show that
you are better than another. It implies the need
to defeat another. To me, crushing the selfesteem of an opponent lessens the experience
of winning. Another way to approach this concept is to understand it in light of an opportunity
for personal development. Viewing it from this
perspective frees us from making someone else
feel lesser in their skills and abilities. My definition of healthy competition is being in competition with yourself instead of with others. Don’t
measure yourself against anyone but yourself.

They have different gifts
and approaches than you
do. You are on different
paths possibly using similar
abilities. Both have value. In
the case of wanting to improve your skills at something, play or work with
Compete with yourself!
someone who has achieved a
high level of ability in that area. Say you want to
get better at playing a game such as pool. Playing against and watching those who are expert is
an excellent way of developing your own skills.

You may never catch up to their level, but you
will improve and learn each time you play them.
Go in with the mindset of playing against yourself and exceeding your personal best. Did you
sink more balls this time? Were you able to use
English on the cue ball more accurately? When
the answer is yes, be proud to have achieved
beyond your original skill level. You have “won,”
even if the person you are playing scored more
points than you did. When playing someone
who is not yet up to your skill level, be humble
and assist in their learning. In this way, there is
great satisfaction to be experienced for all. –DW
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Learning
Independent Study!
7-week self-study course by Diane
Wing available through Daily Om
"How to Release Your Inner
Magick" Sign-up Here

Opportunities
Private Students Welcome!
Contact me
If you prefer to go deeper into
the material and see how the
knowledge personally applies to
you, private classes are a great
option.

Together we will de-

Spring Semester at Cecil College & Had-

velop your unique style of intui-

donfield Adult School starting in March,

tion and apply the course mate-

2013! Check out the class schedule and
get registration information by Clicking
HERE.

rial in ways that speak to your

Check out the latest
review of Coven

particular goals and lifestyle.

Magickal Tip

Click on photo

The type of attention you direct at
someone or something determines the
quality of the outcome, as well as the
type of reaction that comes back to
you. When you give positive attention
to a project, there is a high likelihood

of a successful result. If you dislike a project, it
will be fraught with discord and difficulty. At the
same time, realize that ignoring something or
someone altogether is detrimental to the circumstances. Take the quality of a relationship, for
example. When you focus on everything that is
wrong in the relationship, that aspect is
emphasized and prominent. When attention is paid to the positive aspects of
“To give your positive or negative attention to something
is a way of giving energy. The most damaging form of
the person, it reinforces those energies.
behavior is withholding your attention.”
When the relationship is ignored it with- Masaru Emoto,
ers and dies. Watch how changing your
The Hidden Messages in Water
intention shifts the energy.

Bring Peace Into Yo ur Life -The Path of Tranqui lity
Tranquility is defined as an untroubled
state, free from stress and filled with
peace. It is up to us to choose the state we
live in. David Baird wrote “We are the ones
who block our own paths to tranquility and
we are the ones who must clear them
again.”
There are days when you are bombarded
with external stressors and circumstances
beyond your control that weigh on you and

derail your attempts to live a peaceful life.
While the circumstances may be unavoidable, your reaction to them is within your
power to control. It is a conscious choice to
succumb to the habitual response that has
become automatic or to stop, breathe, feel
your feet on the floor, and decide to react
differently. If this is difficult to fathom,
consider how many times getting upset
helped the situation. In my experience, the
answer is zero.

It takes practice to shift from being upset to
grounding and centering yourself. Take the
agitation and dump it into the ground and
go into nature or your sacred space to recharge. To create a personal peaceful
place, choose a spot either inside or outside, smudge the area with your favorite
herbs, beat your drum, call in whatever
energies make you feel calm, and/or light a
candle charged with peaceful intentions to
set tranquil energy in the space.

Magickal Events for January:
January 1 - New Year’s Day; Kwanzaa ends
January 11 - New Moon Void of Course 2:44 pm
January 19 — Sun enters Aquarius

Get amazing insights with Pathways Click Here

January 20 — Inauguration Day
January 21 — Celtic Tree Month of Rowan begins

"Thank you so much for your help and guidance over
the past year, when I end a reading with you I am
recharged, confident and focused. There is such a
sense of trust and safeness with you that I become
completely open to the process and I feel that your
positive energy and intuitiveness have helped me in
finding my true passion and I look forward to my
journey with you as my coach and guide.
Blessings to you," - Marilyn M., Limerick, PA

January 26 — Full Moon in Leo (Cold Moon) 11:38 pm
January 26 - Cecil College Mind, Body, Spirit Festival

Click titles
to read excerpts from

Thorne Manor & Coven
A ra c h n e ’s A l c h e m y
This section is dedicated to transformation. Questions are always welcome and can be emailed to me to get
a direct reply.
Disruption is transformative.
Disruption is a catalyst for change, clearing out
the old and making room for fresh new energy to
come in. Each time your regular routine or
thought process is interrupted, you have the
opportunity to take a fresh approach to your life.
Disturbances force change and are great opportunities to surmount obstacles and break destructive patterns.
Things like loss of a loved one, a job, or a pet or
experiencing an illness, are examples of extreme
disruptions that can create sweeping changes in
the way you think, feel, behave, and live your
life. Other types of occurrences may be less
intense, but can still cause significant disorder.
Learning something profound changes your core

beliefs and ultimately your
understanding of yourself and
your life. Having your car
breakdown forces you to problem solve and change the way
you look at transportation
needs. The more severe the
disruption, the more timely it is for your growth.
Your reaction to the disruption is an indicator of
the core issue it is there to reveal. The reaction
serves to break old patterns.
Disruption calls attention to something that may
be taken for granted. It breaks the humdrum
routines that make us complacent and reluctant
to take action. If you have drifted in indecision
for too long, disruption can serve to force a
decision to be made or to have the Universe
make a decision for us.
Disruption brings our vulnerabilities to the forefront so that they can be addressed. It shakes us
out of our comfort zone and purges our preconceptions. It helps us to break free of constraints.

New Year’s resolutions are a form of disruption.
When you set a goal, you define the type of
change you want to create; the intention is to
disrupt your old habit and create a new one.
When setting the intention, be clear and specific
about the goal you’re setting. Don’t just say “I’ll
cut down on how much I’m eating, but rather, “I
will not eat anything that is fried.” Don’t say “I’ll
meditate more often,” but rather, “I’ll meditate
for 10 minutes each day.” That way you know
when you’re off track and it’s easier to monitor
your progress.
Carolos Castaneda says, “Any habit needs all its
parts in order to function. If some parts are
missing, the habit is disassembled.” Break your
habit down into its smallest components and
then remove bits of
them to disrupt its
effect.
Wishing you a magnificent year of joyous transformation!

